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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

ADVANCE CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 

I\TACA MACH NUMBER INDICATOR FOR USE 

I1'1 HIGH-SPEED TUNNELS 

By Norman F. Smith 

SUMMARY 

A device for indicating stream Iac.h number in a high-
speed. tunnel has been developed at Langley Memorial Aero-
nautical Laboratory. Based on the fact that Mach number 
is a. function of the ratio of indicated dynamic pressure 
to static pressure, the i'IACA Mach number indicator con-
sists of a mechanism for determining thi3 iressure ratio. 
The ratio is indicat€d on.. a dial calibrated in terms of 
Mach 11L:nber0	 This instrument is in service, in the NACA 
8-f1 oot'hih-sied tunnel, and, its accuracy has been found 
satisfactory for wind-tunnel reuiremeits, 

INTIiODUO TI ON 

At hi'h airspeeds the lift, drag, and pitching-moment 
coefficients of aerodnnmic bodies have been found to be 
dep endent mainly on the Mach number rather than on the 
Reynole.s number, which is the governing- parameter at low 
speeds. The Mach number is defined as the ratio of the 
airsoed V to the sp eed of sound a in air at the same 
tem perature and can be computed from the same pressure 
measurements used in the determination of airspeed. 

It is desirable, in the operation of high-speed tunnels, 
to run tests at specific values of the Mach number rather 
than at specific values of the R eynolds number, velocity, 
or dynamic pressur6. An instrument that would read Mach 
number directly would ba valuable for adjusting the tunnel 
speed and eliminating the computation of Mach number. A 
direct-reading Mach number indicator has been developed, and 
calibrated for use in the NACA 8-foot high-speed tunnel. 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

By simple compressible-flow relations it can be shown 
that stream i4adh number M is a function of only the pres-
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sure ratio H - p/p according to the following expression: 

Yj 

wh e r e 

ly	 ratio of specific heats (for air, 1.40) 

H	 stream total pressure 

p	 stream static pressure 

The Mach number indicator -as developed for the i'IAOA 
8-foot high-speed tunnel (fig. 1) consists of two metal 
bellows for converting the p'essures H - p and p into 
forces and a mechardsm for determining the ratio of these 
forces. The ratio is indicated on a dial, which is cali-
brated in terms of Mach number (fig. 2). 

The instrument cas (fig. 1) is airtight and is kept 
at stream static pressure. The large bellows is connected 
to the tube or orifice that measures stream total pressure 
and therefore measures the pressure difference H - p. 
The small bellows is evacuated and thus measures directly 
the stream static pressure. The two bellows are connected 
to opposite ends of the vertical balance beam, which is 
pivoted about a movable fulcrum. The fulcrum is driven 
along the beam by a lead, screw and a reversible motor. 
Contacts are located. at the ends of the balance beam. 
These contacts close when the beam is out of balance and 
actuate a sensitive relay, which causes the balancing 
motor to move the fulcrum in the direction of balance. 
When the fulcrum reaches the balance position, the bellows 
spring forces pivot the beam to open the contacts. 

A simple force diagram is shown in figure 3. For 
the balanced condition the moment equation is 

(H - p) A1 L1 = pA2L2 

H --p = A 2 L2 

p
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where 

A l	 effective area of total-pressure bellows 

A2	 effective area of static- p ressure bellows 

KIN	 L1	 moment arm of total-pressure bellows 

L2	 moment arm of static-pressure bellows 

Thus, for a given bellows area ratio, the ratio of th 
two pressures is indicated, by the position of the fulcrum 
at balance. 

Figure 4 shows the variation of Mach number and ful-
crum travel with pressure ratio. These relations are 
nonlinear but have similarshapes. 24 igura 5 is a cross 
plot of figure 4 and shows the variation of fulcum travel 
with Mach number to be approximately linear within the 
operating range of the instrument. 

SERVICE USE 

It is standard. practice in wind. tunnels to determine 
Mach number from the pressure readings of calibrated static- 
pressuTe orifices located ahead 01' the test section. The 
calibration factor is dependent upon the ratio of the air-
stream cross-sectional areas and the Mach number. Thus, 
for a given location of calibrated static-pressure orifices 
the calibration factor depends solely on the Mach number. 
The dial on the NACA Mach number indicator, shown in figure 
2, has been constructed to include the static-pressure-
orifice calibration factor for the NACA 8-foot high-speed 
tunnel, and. the instrument cas.e as now used in service is 
connected to these orifices. 

In addition to use for tunnel-speed adjustment and 
determination of tunnel Mach number, the NACA Mach number 
indicator in its present form has other uses. With a dial 
that does not include a wind-tunnel calibration factor, 
the indicator can be used to determine local Mach numbers 
on aerodynamic bodies by connecting the static-pressure 
lead to the desired static-pressure orifice on the model. 
Local Mach numbers up to about 1.2 can be indicated, with 
the :eresent instrument,
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GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The instrument is essentially a static system 	 The 
bellows move only far enough to close the contacts and are 
returned to the neutral position at balance. This small 
deflection insures better accuracy than can ordinarily be 
realized with defl.ectional systems because errors due: to 
hysteresis, spring forces, and friction are small when the 
bellows deflection is very small. 

It is-necessary that all constants be eliminated from 
the moment equation to insure indication of a pure ratio 
of the pressures. The bellows springforces must be zero 
when the balance beam is , in the neutral position. Prior 
to evacuation of the small bellows, the positions of the 
bellows were adjusted to give this condition. The balance 
beam is mounted vertically and supported directly under its 
center of gravity, so that thö weight of the beam does not 
enter into the moment equation. 

The sensitivity of the instrument is dependent upon 
the distance traveled: by 'the fulcrum for a given change in 
pressure ratio. For a fixed length of balance beam, the 
travel can be increased by using a larger bellows for meas-
uring the smaller pressure H - p. Using a larger bellows 
in effect increases the pressure-ratio range through which 
the instrument operates. In the present instrument, the 
ratio of effective areas of the two bellows is 3.46, which 
results in a. fulcrum travel of about 02 inches out of a 
beam length of 8 inches, about twice the travel for an area 
ratio of lO. 

In order to minimize tIre beam movement necessary to 
operate the instrument, a set of contacts is located at 
each end of the balance beam. The two sets are connected 
in parallel. The set farther from the fulcrum receives 
the larger deflection and operates the instrument at that 
point. All contacts are sot with about 0.002-inch clear-
ance,

The pressure H - p, which varies approximately as 
M2 (see fig. 4), becomes very small at low Mach numbers, 
with the result that low Mach numbers cannot be determined. 
from 'the pressure ratio with good accuracy. Furthermore, 
it is Mechanically difficult to allow the 'fulc'runr to ap-
proach the point of application of the pressure force p. 
However, compressibility effects at these low Mach numbers
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generally cannot be measured and determination of the Mach 
number is usually not required. The instrument was there-
fore designed to operate only for M > 0.18. A limit switch 
is provided to stop the mechanism when the fulcrum moves 
below the M = 0.18 position. As a safety device a second 
limit switch is located near the fulcrum-travel limit at 
the opposite end of the beam. 

ACCURACY 

During calibration of the indicator, the instrument 
error vias determined. 	 The error found in service opera-
tion is less than ±0.003 at M = 0.25 and less than 
±0001 at M = 0.60 or higher. 

The lower accuracy found at low Mach numbers is in-
herent in the instrument.' ThE,  moments are small; hence 
a larger change in Mach numbei is required to produce the 
unbalanced moment needed to pivot the balance beam and to 
operate the balancing-motor. This necessary moment has 
been kept low by using "extra flexible" bellows of low 
spring constant, by making friction in the pivoting beam 
as low as practica'ble and by making contact clearance as 
small as possible. 

The accuracy of the indicator is adequate for ordinary 
wind-tunnel requirements, which are of the order of ±601 
at low Mach numbers and ±0005 to ±0.003 at Mach numbers 
in the critical region. The accuracy might be increased in 
future designs by increasing the length of the balance beam, 
increasing the bellows area ratio, decreasing friction in the 
pivoting beam, and decreasing the bellows soring constants. 

FLIGHT APPLICATIONS 

It has been found necessary to placard some high-speed 
military airplanes because of certain severe compressibility 
effects. These effects always occur at the same Mach number 
for the same airplane. The placard limit is usually expressed 
in terms of airspeed, which has a different value - both in- 
dicated and true -at every altitude. It Is therefore necess- 
ary that the pilot read two instruments plus a table of plac-
ard speeds and altitudes. A flight Mach number indicator, with
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the placard Mach number plainly marked on the dial, would 
enable'nabl the pilot to read directly his proximity to the 
limiting condition. 

A simpler instrument might be used to operate a warn-
ing device when the pressure ratio corresponding to the 
limiting Mach number is reached. The principle involved 
in the wind—tunnel indicator can easily be applied to a 
warning instrument which can be designed to occupy n,o more 
space than an ordinary airspeed indicator. Such a device 
might be used to automatically extend dive brakes or flaps 
when the limiting condition is reached and thus prevent 
further increase in speed. 

Study and development of flight Mach number indicators 
and warning instruments are being continued at Langley 
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Iational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va..
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